
 

Violence on the net 

    I was recently surfing the net when I found a 

video that shocked me. This video shows a 

teenager who was beating others in the street. 

He had a really sharp tongue because he was 

describing the others with cruel things. So, he 

had no respect for himself or for people who 

were in the street. 

 

In my opinion, we become violent only when 

we don’t have a strong personality. I think 



also that the real problem is when we share 

this video or « like » it. Everybody can surf the 

net. So, children can see this video and that’s 

a big problem because it teaches them wrong 

things. We’re required to respect the feeling of 

this video’s victim too and leave a comment in 

which we can explain that violence and 

sharing that kind of videos is an incredibly bad 

thing. 

    

  Finally, I hope that people understand my 

point of view and we have just to stop sharing 

this kind of videos to deal with violence on the 

net. 



NO  Violence ! 

 

 

While I was surfing the Net, I found a viral video that shocked 

me. It was about a boy kicking his friend and insulting him too. 

Insulting and beating represent verbal and physical violence. 

Violence has dangerous consequences on the society because it 

makes people more aggressive. For instance, I’ve known a violent 

person that was driving a car when she had a very bad accident and 

died. 

Also, this kind of video influences young people and makes them 

become aggressive and violent. 

In conclusion, we have to ignore these videos to stop their 

negative impact like violence and live in a peaceful  world. 

 

 



 

 

  I go on the internet every day. Today, while I was surfing the net, I 

have watched a video about two boys fighting. They were using 

shocking physical and verbal violence. 

 

  I personally think that their acts are wrong because they could 

avoid violence and deal with their problems without fighting. 

 

Actually, we all know that our generation is pretty aggressive. And 

most of the time it's because of the videos posted on the net. Kids, 

teenagers and even adults are watching violent videos. In my 

opinion, that's not good, especially for kids, because they will grow 

up in a violent and aggressive world. 

 

  In conclusion, violence is becoming very frequent and we all know 

that. But we can deal with these problems by not sharing the videos 

on the net, see therapists that can help us , talk to little kids and 

explain to them that violence can destroy the world. 

After all, I'm sure we can do it. We can avoid violence to live in a 

better world based on peace. 

                                                                   Aya  



                                    

Violence has become a very common act in our society. 

 

I have watched a video the other night that was incredibly 

shocking. 

It shows a little boy that gets hit by some bullies that are 

older than him They kept hitting until they smashed his small 

face and left him next to a bin without any help. However, what 

really affected me and made me feel sad and angry was that 

they were proud of what they've done, without even caring 

about that boy's family that will be looking for him and will be 

worried about his safety. 

 

    Although violence has become really common, it has to be 

stopped. From what I've seen, people can be violent anywhere. 

And, I believe that it is related to the education that they had at 

school, at home and even from watching movies and videos. 

People must stop treating their children, their students and their 

friends using verbal or physical violence, if we want to live in 

peace and stop this act forever 

      
 
Othmane 
 



 

I am honestly really disappointed in J-14 Online magazine.Their last post about the 

coach dissing obese people about their weight, saying that they have to train and have a fit 

body, is utterly out of place. 

First of all, J-14 should do better than posting videos such as this one, containing 

verbal and psychological violence towards these people. I mean, yes, I admit that he’s right, 

but no need to be rude! 

Then again, most of this website’s viewers are under age. While this video contains 

lots of curses and insults they shouldn’t even know about! But what are we teaching them? 

How to mentally hurt people? No wonder kids these days have the mouths of a sailor! 

So, basically, J-14, just like every website, or magazine (online or not) should pay 

more attention to their post in order to deal with violence on the net, because I personally 

believe that it can destroy us if it ever gets out of hand.  

Salma (Jeanne d’ Arc School/Rabat- 3rd year-C) 

   



 

 

When we talk about violence, there are two words that come 

to our minds: hurting and abusing people. 

 

  Honestly, by watching this violent video, I realized that 

people have become so cruel in our world. Beating an old lady 

in front of a crowd is totally mean.  

  When I noticed that people were sharing that video, it 

showed me how much they don’t care about the impact of the 

situation, because sometimes it can lead people to commit 

suicide. If it continues, hating and bullying will be spread into 

the whole world. 

 

  To sum up my topic, I think that people should in some 

ways, stop being violent toward each other, and try to be more 

respectful. 

 

Ghita - 


